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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Push technology, i.e., the ability of sending relevant information to clients in reaction to new events, is a fundamental aspect of modern information systems; XML is rapidly
emerging as the widely adopted standard for information
exchange and representation and hence, several XML-based
protocols have been de ned and are the object of investigation at W3C and throughout commercial organizations. In
this paper, we propose the new concept of active XML rules
for \pushing" reactive services to XML-enabled repositories.
Rules operate on XML documents and deliver information
to interested remote users in reaction to update events occurring at the repository site.
The proposed mechanism assumes the availability of XML
repositories supporting a standard XML query language,
such as XQuery that is being developed by the W3C; for
the implementation of the reactive components, it capitalizes on the use of standard DOM events and of the SOAP
interchange standard to enable the remote installation of active rules. A simple protocol is proposed for subscribing and
unsubscribing remote rules.

One important aspect of Internet-based information systems is the ability of pushing information to clients, by
matching new event occurrences with prede ned user's interests. Such ability is embedded within many WEB development products [23, 8] and applications [49, 3], which support
one-to-one information delivery in response to users' current
and past interactions. Active rules and database triggers are
an important ingredient for supporting this reactive technology [1]. All of the above proposals, however, make use
of mechanisms which operate locally, on top of given data
sources which are controlled by the organizations delivering
the information to users. So far, the possibility of distributing the \pushing logic", and installing it at remote servers,
has not been considered.
In this paper, we argue that such a possibility is becoming very concrete with the advent of new technological standards, such as XML [7], and XML query languages [33, 10,
14, 21, 39, 17, 15], and with the parallel development of
XML-based repository technology [43, 38, 19]. Furthermore,
the Internet and Web communities are repeatedly proposing
the use of XML in network protocols and distributed applications - XML-RPC [48], SOAP [41], XMI [46], ebXML [25],
ICE [31], IOTP [32] and XML Protocol [47] are only a few
examples.
Our proposed approach falls under the generic framework
of e-services; such a paradigm denotes a class of Internet
computations and systems which ful ll a given objective
with some degree of autonomy, for instance because they
search within the Internet the best matchings of given client
requests, or are capable of simple forms of negotiations.
Along these lines, we propose a class of Internet services that
behave, in a remote system, by means of active rules; these
rules monitor the events occurring at the remote systems
and notify interested information consumers. Each rule acts
like an independent e-service; a B2B protocol regulates the
remote installation of rules at the server, which is proposed
by a rule broker and accepted by the remote repository; this
negotiation follows a simple installation contract.
The rules that we propose in this paper are not currently
supported by XML repositories; however, the standard bodies, and particularly the W3C, are making the appropriate
steps in order to make the implementation of such rules
rather simple. In particular, active XML rules capitalize on
the existence of events in DOM (since the Level 2 Speci cation [22]) and of a standard XML query language, named
XQuery, which has recently been proposed by W3C XML
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Query Working Group. Our proposal is independent from
the choice of a particular XML query language, and is currently based on the XQuery Working Draft [15].
We have already discussed, in [6], the issues that arise
in the development of active rules for XML. We have presented two speci c instantiations of active rules, relative to
Lorel and XSL used as query languages; and we have studied the issues of rule con icts and of their properties, such
as termination, con uence, and edit-script independence. It
is worth noticing that many of the problems discussed in [6]
relative to a generic XML active rule set are much simplied in the environment proposed in this paper, because the
active rules that we use have only the ability of notifying remote users, and therefore cannot trigger each other. Thus,
termination is guaranteed; con ict resolution policies may
determine di erent orders of noti cations to subscribers.
The submission of a rule for its execution by the server
permits to locate tasks near to the data, which is innovative for the Web context; this is similar to what happens
in distributed databases with stored procedures, that locate
applicative code within the server maintaining the data [11].
This integration guarantees the fastest possible noti cation
to subscribers, who come to know of events as they occur; it
also improves the global systems' eÆciency, because services
are executed right where the information resides, without
requiring expensive data replication.
For the negotiation protocol, and speci cally for the interchange between the rule broker and the XML-based repository, we use SOAP protocols and envelopes. The use of
SOAP as generic e-service invocation mechanism makes our
solution exible and portable. SOAP was chosen among the
several available XML-based protocols, due to its increasing
popularity as a lightweight protocol for exchange of information in a decentralized environment. The XML Protocol
Working Group at W3C is addressing the speci cation of requirements of XML Protocol, which condenses and extends
the experience of previously de ned lightweight protocols,
including SOAP. Such a protocol, once deployed, can be
easily adopted in our framework.
This paper is organized as follows. After an overview of
related work in Section 2, Section 3 brie y presents the syntax and semantics of XML active rules. Section 4 describes
the application scenario for rule brokering. Section 5 describes the B2B protocol for submitting a rule to the XML
Server. Section 6 describes the steps that are needed in order to implement a reactive engine on top of an XML Server.
Finally, Section 7 draws the conclusions.

2.

invocations; the underlying communication layer is based on
a traditional client/server paradigm. Yeast is extended by
Ready, which introduces a speci cation language for matching of events and quality of service directions. Smarts deploys a distributed system architecture for the purpose of
detecting and handling system problems. Event streams occurring in a network are elaborated in real-time and ad-hoc
policies are adopted to solve problems. We have taken into
account the experience of such event-based computation systems, particularly for what concerns our proposal of a rule
subscription mechanism.
Within the database community, a lot of attention has
been paid to reactive mechanisms broadened to a distributed
environment [44]. Beyond the traditional applications of
centralized active database systems, such as support of integrity constraints, materialized views, and derived data,
reactive mechanisms can be used to implement services required for network management, e.g., mail services and rewalls. Prominent works concern the maintenance of materialized views in data warehousing systems [45, 50], or the
constraint maintenance in a distributed environment [12] by
means of distributed triggers. However, the application of
active rules to the development of reactive push services has
not yet been described in the literature.
The unbundling trend in the database eld advocates the
modularization of monolithic databases into smaller and autonomous services to promote more exibility and functionality. According to this trend, an event service and a rule
service can be enucleated from conventional databases and
o ered to the nodes of a network, guaranteeing portability and heterogeneity [13, 28, 34]. In our approach, unbundling is helpful to identify the rule components, but it is
not strictly required, as we assume that XML rules will be
part of the XML repository.
We discussed the application of XML active rules to implement suitable e-services in [6]; here, active rules implement business applications (such as alerters, personalizers
and classi ers) as well as document maintenance. An event
detector based on DOM [22] is responsible for capturing the
data mutating events on the document and an XML query
(expressed in Lorel [33] or in XSL [17]) implements the conditions and actions of the rules. In the present work, XQuery
[15] has been chosen to encode XML active rules.
Other works deal with the de nition of triggers for XML
data, more or less concerned with e-commerce applications.
A novel view speci cation language, equipped with active
capabilities has been de ned in [1]. The actors involved
in an electronic commerce application might need di erent
views of the repository data, and these are encoded through
a set of activity speci cations, methods and triggers. Enhanced mechanisms for noti cation, access control and logging/tracing of user activities are provided. Here active rules
are application-speci c and use a set of proprietary method
calls, de ned within the views.
Database reactive technology can be considered as complementary to agent technology in implementing event-based
computation. Among agent-based systems, Jedi [20] is relevant because it is based on reactive objects, i.e. autonomous
computational units performing application speci c tasks.
Each reactive object has its own thread of control, and interacts with other reactive objects producing and consuming events. They are based on mobile pieces of software
(i.e., agents) and use a subscription facility to declare their

RELATED WORK

Event-based computation has been studied in several diversi ed communities, spanning from software engineering
and networking to databases. Within these communities,
many event-based distributed architectures have been dened implementing the mechanisms of remote event subscription, ltering and management. Among these systems,
we cite OMG Event and Noti cation Service [36, 37], Yeast
[35], Ready [29] and Smarts [42]. OMG Event Service and
Noti cation supports asynchronous exchange of events among clients, which can play the roles of event consumers or
suppliers and use event channels to communicate. The publishing mechanism of events is based on the pull/push model
and a lter facility is provided. In Yeast, event patterns are
descriptors, actions are sequences of commands and remote
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interest to events. Compared to agents, rules can be more
easily implemented, since they are plugged into the XML
repository without any need of mobility. Rules are less sophisticated than agents and o er less exibility, but in our
application context (i.e. push technology), they can be considered both light-weighted and enough powerful.
A language-speci c and proprietary architecture to provide sophisticated e-services is the purpose of many hightech industries research. Among the many products available on the market, e-speak [24] introduces several innovative aspects. The e-speak architecture leverages on a message passing mechanism between the e-speak logical machine
(or core) and the resources, which provide the services. The
communication is obtained through a speci c session layer
security protocol, and a mailbox metaphor is used to describe the interactions between the clients and the core. Espeak does not support reactive mechanisms.
The use of rules to perform e-services may produce some
scalability issues. In fact, as the application of triggers
moves from databases towards the Internet, the number of
potentially expensive triggers becomes larger and eÆciency
becomes increasingly desirable. Recent works [30, 16, 2]
discussed the theme of scalability applied to triggers and to
continuous query systems. Their common idea is to share
common computations among large sets of similar triggers
or queries. These techniques could be adapted to the delivery of eÆcient and scalable XML rule engines. In our
framework, rules do not interfere with each other, therefore
scalability issues are less relevant than in traditional rule
engines.

3.

</cdfound>
</m:Notify>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>
</action>

The rule is triggered by an insertion of a <cd> element.
The rule veri es if the sub-element <price> of the new element has a value less than 20 and if the element <author>
contains the string \Milli Vanilli". If the condition is veried, the rule invokes the SOAP method Notify on the server
131.175.16.105, passing as parameter <cdfound> the inserted <cd> node and its content. We now give a more detailed description of each part of the rule.

3.1 Event

The Event part of the rule speci es the event responsible of rule triggering; it is enclosed into XML <event> tags.
A mutating event is generated when the XML content is
modi ed; we assume three types of mutating events: insert, delete, and update. The de nition of a mutating event
declaratively describes the nodes (elements or attributes)
whose modi cations need to be monitored; every time a
monitored modi cation occurs, the corresponding event instance is generated and associated with the modi ed node.
E.g., an event de nition insert(//house) monitors the insertion of <house> elements in the repository; an event instance
for the event is generated whenever a <house> element is introduced.
The Document Object Model (DOM) is an API de ned
by the W3C to access and manipulate XML information;
the DOM consists of an object oriented model de ned in
IDL, that associates a set of methods with the nodes of an
XML document. The component of the DOM interface most
relevant to the event part of rules is the Event Model, introduced in the DOM Level 2 speci cation. The DOM Event
Model assumes that the visualization and manipulation of
XML information generates events on the nodes. For the
realization of our services, we are interested into the mutating events, which are generated when a node of an XML
document is modi ed (either because it is inserted, deleted,
or its textual content is modi ed). Event detection is realized by event listeners associated with DOM nodes, which
detect events occurring on the nodes to which they are associated or on their descendents. The detection of events on
node descendents is based on a bi-directional propagation of
the events, which requires that every event navigates downwards from the root of a document to the node instance on
which the event occurred; when the event reaches its target,
it can propagate back (bubble up) to the document root;
events may be captured by event listeners; event listeners
may choose to stop the propagation of events.
The availability of this sophisticated Event Model in DOM
o ers most of the services required for an implementation of
a reactive mechanism for XML. The main problem that this
event model presents is that event listeners are associated
with node instances, whereas the event part of rules is dened in terms of a declarative speci cation of the schema
element (e.g., a rule should be de ned as triggered by an
update on the price attribute of a car element). Thus, the
implementation of events on top of the DOM Event Model
requires the introduction of a conversion mechanism able to
map each declarative event in an adequate set of associations
of DOM event listeners with nodes.

ACTIVE RULES FOR XML

The event-condition-action paradigm for active rules has
demonstrated in the database context its exibility and expressive power; each rule is characterized by the events that
can \trigger" it; once a rule is triggered, the condition is
\considered"; if the evaluation of the condition is successful, the rule action is executed. This model is proposed for
XML active rules. A simple rule can be represented by the
following XML fragment:
<event>insert(//cd)</event>
<condition> FOR $a IN //cd
WHERE $a=$new AND
$a/price < 20 AND
contains($a/author,"Milli Vanilli")
</condition>
<action>
<soap-header>
<uri>/notification</uri>
<host>131.175.16.105</host>
<soap-action>notify</soap-action>
</soap-header>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope"
SOAP-ENV:encodingStyle="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding">
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<m:Notify xmlns:m="http://
131.175.16.105/methods">
<cdfound>
$a//*
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The implementation of the communication channel between condition and action is realized by permitting the
reuse of condition variables in the action. The system will
then replace at run-time each variable with the XML structure created by the query evaluation.
We assume that complex SOAP parameters can be passed
to the method being invoked; these parameters are constructed in the condition and passed to the action, thus
keeping the action very simple. It may be useful to dene constraints limiting the recipients of the SOAP call appearing in the action of a rule to be authorized addresses,
thereby introducing security requirements. It is possible to
use mechanisms similar to those present in Java applets, for
restricting the applet to the invocation of services available
on the site from which the applet was downloaded. In general, the work done in the implementation of Java and in the
CORBA middleware can o er many valuable suggestions to
the design of a distributed execution system like the one we
propose, particularly with respect to security aspects.

3.2 Condition
The Condition part of the rule speci es the predicate that
must be satis ed to execute the rule's action, expressed
through a query which is interpreted as a truth value if it
returns a nonempty answer. An important feature is the
presence of a communication mechanism between the condition and the event part, so that the condition has a way to
refer to the nodes on which the events occurred. This communication is based on prede ned variables new and old
that represent the nodes on which the events occurred with
their current and past values, in a way similar to transition
variables of database triggers.
An XML query for the condition can be expressed by using one of the available query languages for XML. The two
most interesting alternatives are XPath and XQuery (in [6]
we considered Lorel in place of XQuery). XPath is the
language that permits the identi cation of nodes on which
XSL templates must operate their transformation; XPath
is a readable and intuitive language and has already gained
an extensive support (e.g., the Xalan tool produced by the
Apache Software Foundation).
The XML Query Algebra [27] is being developed by the
W3C XML Query Working Group and is a compact procedural and strong-typed language for XML. Nonetheless,
with respect to XPath, the XML Query Algebra is more a
semantic and formal speci cation rather than an optimizable target language for XML.
XQuery [15] is the rst step towards the de nition of a
standard XML query language, based on the experience of
Quilt [14]. XQuery uses as one of its components XPath,
and enriches it with services that permit the construction of
an arbitrary XML structure as the result of a query. Therefore, XQuery is a good prototype of an expressive query language that is needed for the design of complex rules, used
throughout this paper.
The implementation of the prede ned variables new and
old that represent the communication channel between the
event and the condition depends on the choice of row or set
semantics for the rules. The discussion on this aspect appears in [6], where we describe the two alternatives. Since
the row semantics is easier to implement and to use and
suited to the \pushing service" application, we assume a
row-level semantics; thus, each event generates a rule consideration, in the context of which the variables new and
old o er a reference to the node involved in the event. The
implementation of these transition variables can take advantage of the target attribute of the MutationEvent interface
and speci cally of the prevValue and newValue attributes.

4. APPLICATION SCENARIO

The generic architecture of Reactive E-services Architectural Framework consists of three main actors (see Figure 1):
Service Reseller, Service Supplier, and Rule Broker. The
Service Supplier delivers goods and services described by an
XML Server which internally supports an XML rule execution engine. Rules monitor events - such as the new availability of a service - and then notify the service resellers.
The Service Reseller is, in turn, the recipient of messages
concerning new services; they typically interact with clients
which are interested in purchasing speci c goods or services.
The Rule Broker acts as an intermediary; it receives information about the services being searched over the Internet,
and installs rules at the service supplier sites. For doing so,
it needs to compose the rules in a suitable format and then
to install them remotely.
There is no need of a standard protocol o ered by the
Rule Broker to the Service Reseller; simple WEB-based interfaces may be used in order to acquire information concerning the service being searched. Similarly, the Service
Reseller receives a simple message informing of the relevant
occurred events, without requiring any special purpose interface. However, the interface between the Rule Broker
and the Service Supplier is a classical B2B interface, as the
two systems need to establish a protocol which is both technical (yielding to the installation or removal of XML rules
at the servers) and business-oriented (yielding to the establishment of mechanisms by means of which the rule broker
sees its e orts being repaid). For these reasons, we propose
a B2B interface between the Rule Broker and the Service
Supplier, based upon four SOAP primitives ( Connect, Subscribe, Unsubscribe and Disconnect) that are invoked by the
Rule Broker and that are supported by the XML Server. We
denominate this interface the Rule Submission Protocol and
describe it in Section 5.1.
The XML Server needs to be augmented in order to support the protocol mentioned above and to execute XML
rules; Section 6 is dedicated to describe the adaptations
which are needed in order to upgrade the XML server technology.
The Rule Broker has a double role in the architecture:
it is assigned the task of rule creation and it is responsible for the submission of the rules to all the XML Servers

3.3 Action
The Action part of a rule speci es a SOAP method to
invoke when the rule condition is evaluated true. We restrict the SOAP method to implement the call to a message
delivery system, that will transfer information to speci c recipients. In this way, the action part is much simpler than
the general case, as discussed in [6]; in particular, there are
no mechanisms for updating the content of the repository,
or problems related to rule termination. In this proposal we
assume that rules are not prioritized; therefore, if the same
event may be serviced by several rules we cannot assume a
rule execution ordering, and rule execution is not con uent;
however, the addition of a simple prioritization mechanism
could take place easily.
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that can contribute to the service. Rule creation requires
that the Rule Broker knows how to write rules that satisfy
a given applicative need and how to submit them to XML
Servers using the Rule Submission Protocol. Rule submission requires that the Rule Broker knows which are the XML
Servers that store the pieces of information that are relevant for the application, possibly through interaction with
the Service Reseller. In summary, the Rule Broker is the
mediator of the business transaction that is realized by the
reactive services.
The Service Reseller may be directly the user of the notication server, or a mediator which presents the service to
the nal user with a user-friendly interface.

<openConnection>343</openConnection>
<ruleToSubmit>
<event>update($a) OR insert($a)</event>
<condition>
FOR $a IN document( )//housestobuy/house,
WHERE $a//cost < 1500000 AND
contains($a//style,"victorian") AND
contains($a//description,"furnished") AND
$a//nr_of_bedrooms >= 4 AND
$a//nr_of_bathrooms >= 2 AND
$a//city="San Francisco" AND
$a//area="Marina" AND
empty($a//sold_to)
</condition>
<action>
<soap-header>
<uri>/NotifyHouse</uri>
<host>housemediator.com</host>
<soap-action>notifyHouse</soap-action>
</soap-header>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope"
SOAP-ENV:encodingStyle="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding">
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<m:DeliverHouseNews xmlns:m="http://
housemediator.com/soap/methods">
<foundthehouse>
$a//*
</foundthehouse>
<server>
www.expensivehousesincalifornia.com
</server>
<localHouseId>
$a/@Id
</localHouseId>
</m:DeliverHouseNews>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>
</action>
</ruleToSubmit>
<contractProposed>
<cost>0</cost>
<guarantee>none</guarantee>
</contractProposed>
</m:Subscribe>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

4.1 Example of Application
The architectural framework will be shown at work with
a concrete example, in the eld of real estate agent applications. An example of request can be: a furnished fourbedroom (or more), two-bathroom (or more) Victorian house,
which costs $1,500,000 or less, located in the Marina area
in San Francisco. A request is immediately issued on a list
of house agency XML Servers, but no matching is found.
Then, the reactive service is invoked; as a result, a set of
rules are submitted to the XML Servers of several house
agencies with the task of promptly reacting when a house,
which satis es the requirements, becomes available on the
market. To achieve such result, a request is sent from the
reseller to the rule broker, a contract is de ned upon the
rule and the proper authorization for the use and installation of the rule is marshalled, passing through the Rule
Subscription Protocol commands.
The message exchange between the Rule Broker and the
Reseller is a Rule Subscription Request. The communication
and coordination between the Rule Broker and the Reseller
can be managed as well through a web interface. After the
negotiation, a response can be sent back to the reseller to
con rm or reject the subscription. In the following, an example of Rule implementing the request is reported and a
Rule-Generated Message delivered by the XML Server to
the Reseller, is shown. The information that is sent out to
the XML Server is encoded in SOAP and XML; it encloses
the rule, the type of contract and the identi cation of the
reseller. The event part is based on any update of relevant
elements in the XML resources of the real estate agency
servers. The condition part represents the query issued by
the nal user and is expressed in XQuery; the action part is
the invocation of a SOAP method which takes care of alerting the reseller with the news about the houses appearing
on the market.
POST /Soap/Rules/Subscribe HTTP/1.1
Host: www.expensivehousesincalifornia.com
Content-Type: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
Content-Length: nnnn
SOAPAction: "/Subscribe"

When a house satisfying the search is retrieved, a SOAP
invocation is produced on the XML server and sent back to
the Service Reseller under the format of a Rule-Generated
Message.
POST /NotifyHouse HTTP/1.1
Host: housemediator.com
Content-Type: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
Content-Length: nnnn
SOAPAction: "notifyHouse"

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/"
SOAP-ENV:encodingStyle="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<m:Subscribe xmlns:m="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/rules/">

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope"
637
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Figure 1: Reactive E-service Application Scenario

SOAP-ENV:encodingStyle="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding">
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<m:DeliverHouseNews xmlns:m="http://
housemediator.com/soap/methods">
<foundthehouse>
<house Id="1745">
<address>
<street>A Street</street>
<area>Marina</area>
<city>San Francisco</city>
<zip>94120</zip>
</address>
<cost>1450000</cost>
<squarefeet>1600</squarefeet>
<year_construction>1925</year_construction>
<year_refurbished>1980<year_refurbished>
<nr_of_bedrooms>6<nr_of_bedrooms>
<nr_of_bathrooms>2<nr_of_bathrooms>
<nr_of_balconies>2<nr_of_balconies>
<miscellaneous>
<style>modern and victorian</style>
<view>Ocean view</view>
<description>
Possibly furnished, wide kitchen,
no smoking policy
</description>
</miscellaneous>
</house>
</foundthehouse>
<server>
www.expensivehousesincalifornia.com
</server>
<localHouseId>
1745
</localHouseId>
</m:DeliverHouseNews>

</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

5. ARCHITECTURAL FRAMEWORK
In this Section we introduce a proposal for the protocol
used to submit rules to the repository. We are interested
in presenting the features that are needed for a successful
deployment of these services in the Internet context. This is
the low-level protocol for the de nition of e-service requests.

5.1 E-service request protocol
A minimal interface for the submission of rules is represented by the following primitives: Connect, Subscribe,
Unsubscribe, and Disconnect. Our goal is to present the
fundamental primitives and parameters required for a rule
submission service; actual implementations will use additional support primitives and a more complex API. For readability, we represent the primitives in IDL, even if they will
be implemented as SOAP invocations to the XML server.
We describe separately each of the primitives.
ConnectionId Connect(in AuthenticatedUser user,
in ServerProfile requestedProfile)

The Connect primitive creates a connection for the submission of rules to a remote XML repository. A connection is established, instead of using a state-less approach
as in HTTP, because the submission of rules typically requires that users are authenticated and the capabilities of
the server are veri ed. Instead of repeating these steps for
every rule submission, it is preferable to do them once and
separately for every set of rule submissions. Once a connection is established, all future requests originating from the
same location can refer to the same connection.
The parameters of the request are an instance of AuthenticatedUser, which represents the user with the password or
the credentials that are needed to verify his identity and
638

the corresponding privilege to submit rules. The second parameter is an instance of ServerPro le, which contains a list
of features that the submitter expects to be supported by
the server. For instance, the requester may present a list of
rule languages and ask which are the ones accepted by the
system, it may query if the server stores XML information
conforming with a given DTD, or it may request if SOAP
calls in the rule action should only return to the submitter;
any other parameter that may be relevant in this context
may be part of the server pro le. If the user privileges are
suÆcient to open a connection with the server, the response
of the call returns a valid connection identi er, combined
with the answer to each of the components of the server
pro le.

of a B2B initiative is the de nition of adequate contracts.
Even for trading commodities, where the problem of de ning
a market seems relatively simple, several systems failed because they were unable to represent precisely the \contract",
that is, the assumption of responsibilities that a commercial
transaction implies.
It is indeed quite diÆcult to prescribe a solution that will
satisfy the requirements of every context. The main prescription that we present is the need of this component in
the interface, whose exact structure depends on the characteristics of the application and requires a speci c study.

6. IMPLEMENTATION
In this Section we show the guidelines that can be used
for the implementation of an active rule system for XML.
An interesting feature of our proposal is the relatively easy
implementation and integration with existing Web solutions,
based on the reuse of several current Web standards and of
their robust implementations.
The run-time behavior of a single rule execution is modeled by a process that binds the three parts of the rule, interacting with the subsystems responsible for each of them: the
DOM Event Model, the XQuery engine, and the generator
of SOAP calls.
The DOM Event Model permits the de nition of arbitrary
event listeners, which consist of generic procedures, written
in the language implementing the interface (e.g., Java), that
need to present the implementation of a set of prede ned
methods. The event listener can be dynamically associated
with the document nodes, for a certain event, and its methods are invoked when an event of the speci ed kind on the
speci ed node is generated. As we discuss below, the Event
Model of the DOM generates processes for rule execution
according to two di erent alternatives. In either case, the
rule process rst extracts from the event the information
that may be required to complete the XQuery query that
represents the condition. Then, the condition is executed
by a XQuery processor, which may return an empty result
or an XML fragment. When the result is empty, the condition is not satis ed, and the execution of the rule process
terminates. If the query returns an XML fragment, then the
rule action is executed, by extracting from the query result
the information necessary for the construction of the SOAP
call; then, the call is submitted to the server appearing in
one of the action elements.
The rule engine is the software component at the core
of an active rule system. In database trigger systems, its
responsibilities include the determination of the triggered
rules, the selection of the order of rule execution among rules
triggered at the same time, and in general the coordination
among separate rules [5]. This role is greatly simpli ed by
the assumptions on rules that we made in this paper.
We have seen the detection of events and the triggering of
rules is directly managed by the Event Model of the DOM.
We identify two main alternatives for the realization of this
task.

SubmissionId Subscribe(in ConnectionId
openConnection,
in Rule ruleToSubmit,
in Contract contractProposed)

The Subscribe primitive permits the submission of a rule
to a server. Its parameters are the connection which the request refers to (openConnection), the rule (ruleToSubmit),
and the contract on which the service is realized (contractProposed). The role of the last parameter is the focus of
Section 5.2. If the request is successful, it will return a valid
SubmissionId; if the connection is not open, the rule is not
understood, the contract is not accepted or the query is not
satis ed, the request will not be accepted and it will return
an error code, with an explanation of the motivation for the
refusal in the SOAP body of the response.
void Unsubscribe(in ConnectionId openConnection,
in SubmissionId subId)

The Unsubscribe primitive is invoked when a submitted
rule must be removed from a server. The request must originate from the same user who submitted the rule. The parameter subId is a rule identi er internal to the XML server
that has been returned by the Subscribe request.
void Disconnect(in ConnectionId openConnection)

The Disconnect primitive closes the connection created
by the Connect primitive and frees the resources required
for its management on the server. A timeout mechanism
can automatically invoke the primitive for connections that
remain idle beyond a prede ned duration.

5.2 Rule Packaging
The primitive Subscribe used to submit active rules to an
XML Server presents a contractProposed parameter. This
parameter speci es the contract that the rule submitter offers to the XML Server. A contract describes a set of obligations agreed by each party in the transaction. In this
context, the Rule Broker will typically describe the remuneration requested to the Server for the acceptance of the
rule and for its execution. Typically, a Broker will be guaranteed either a xed rate for each installed rule, or a variable
rate for each delivered message, or both. In addition, the
XML Server will typically o er guarantees regarding the responsiveness of the rule, its robustness, and its availability.
Experience in the construction of B2B applications demonstrates that one of the most critical aspects for the success

 The centralized solution associates a single event lis-

tener with the root of the document. This alternative
requires the creation of a complex event listener, which
can be considered as the main component of the rule
engine. The event listener classi es each event and
detects if the occurred event triggers one of the ac-
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tive rules. This task requires an eÆcient description of
the rule repository, with a structure similar to that required for the implementation of trigger engines. Once
a rule is triggered, the process managing it is activated.

A nal observation is that most relational trigger systems
and applications do not exhibit high scalability: when the
number of triggers becomes large, applications often become
ineÆcient and unmanageable. However, from the description of the implementation given in Section 6, it is evident that the rule system hereby proposed is much simpler
than a generic trigger engine. In particular, interactions
among rules are excluded, thereby eliminating one of the
main causes of ineÆciency and mismanagement. In addition, knowing in advance the structure of rules gives great
potential for optimization strategies. In any case, the transition from generic, trigger-based implementations of services
(enabling their rapid prototyping) to eÆcient embedded solutions has already occurred in many active rule applications
[9], and could take place in our context as well.
In summary, services based on reactive push technology
have great potential applicability; their exibility and ease
of implementation can make such services one of the key ingredients of future Web-based infrastructures.

 The fragmented solution creates a set of event listeners,

associated with every node instance on which events
have to be monitored. This solution introduces an
event listener for every rule, and associates the event
listener with every node instance on which the triggering events can occur.
In the database eld, previous research has analyzed the
impact that various design parameters could have on system
performance [4]. Based on those results and on the characteristics of this context, it is possible to estimate that the
main criteria to use in the choice between the centralized
and the fragmented solution are the cost of the association
between event listeners and nodes, the number of monitored
nodes compared with the number of document nodes, and
the frequency of irrelevant events. The fragmented solution
is preferable when the association between an event listener
and a node requires limited resources, when the monitored
nodes are a small fraction of the document nodes, and when
the events that trigger rules are very few compared with the
produced events.
A particularly sophisticated implementation of the fragmented solution may be optimized to restrict the creation
of event listeners only to the nodes that have the potential
to satisfy the rule condition. This strategy has a great potential and is the one that can o er the best performance in
many applications.

7.
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